
MAGICIANS..SORCERERS.. (Magic..Magik) 

 Magicians and Sorcerers have been around for a long long time. Even in the bible we see 
fortune tellers mentioned as demon possessed individuals using their dark side connections to make 
money, by manipulating, controlling, and dominating others to think or do what they desire. 
Remember when Aaron's rod devoured the magicians rods, these witches existed even back in those 
days. The greek word for sorcerer can also be translated as magician. Many of these magicians call 
themselves masters of the impossible. 
 This is the definition of witchcraft: “Witchcraft is the manipulation, domination, or control 
of anyone by any means other than the Ruach Hakodesh (Holy Spirit).” A magician can be seen 
as an actor who plays the part of someone using supernatural powers. 
 Magic is a religion. Satan wants people to believe in magic. He knows that belief in magic 
undermines belief in the Holy One of Israel. If he can convince people that magic enables 
supernatural things to take place, then they may accept all supernatural things as magic, which opens 
the pit of the Abyss.  
 Magicians from the past and present still use the same demonic forces and soul power to 
entertain and captivate the masses, whether it be in movies and books like Star Wars and Harry 
Potter, music from satanic entertainers like Metalica and Lady gaga, or stage magicians like David 

Copperfield and Chriss Angel. Even card trick manipulators and some contortionists are using 
demons. 
 They are all variations of the many colored suits Satan wears, whether it be a false prophet 
preacher on Sunday morning in a pagan christian church, or entertainers in a Casino in Las Vegas. 
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It's all about control, manipulation, entertainment and money, which always accompanies pride and 
vanity. These people serve their master Satan, and have sold their souls, so to speak, to get their 
worldly desires. They are getting paid now, and could care less about the Lake Of Fire they will spend 
eternity in, because most are convinced, there is no Hell.  
 Magicians enjoy the wonder and awe of those they show their tricks to. That is what feeds 
them. The pride of being esteemed to be so great is what drives them forward. The more the 
magician will allow the demon to influence their craft, the more satan will allow them to do. Satan 
wants people to admire these magicians and desire to get involved in magic, witchcraft. He wants his 
magicians to come across as down to earth good looking men who appear to be perfectly normal 
people but who have a special magical skill. 
 Satan has been slowly introducing the religion of magic into the world over many years now. 

He wants it accepted as harmless fun and entertainment so magicians 
can deceive the masses and lead them to the Lake of Fire. Satan 
allows his victims to live and entertain fools until he decides to kill 
them. 
 If you ever watch the interviews of these so-called artists, you will 
hear them reveal the true source of their powers in very subtle ways. 
David Copperfield is a good example, he admits spirits help him do 
many of his acts, but he never says what kind of spirits they are. He 
founded the International Museum and Library of the Conjuring Arts. 
The museum comprises of over 80,000 items of magic history. He 
owns eleven islands (over 700 acres) in the Bahamas that he calls 
Paradise on earth. 
MAGIK/MAGIC 
 Those who practice occult prefer to spell the word magik in order to 
distinguish it from sleight of hand magic, such as pulling a rabbit out of 
a hat. Those who practice magik claim to be able to manipulate people 

and objects by using a power outside themselves. Since Yah’s power would not be available for such 
a practice, the only other source of such power is Satan. You will find that most magicians are 
Satanists or heavy into New Age, and that is where their power comes from. They may not be directly 
involved in a brotherhood/coven, but are still beckoning Satan for the use of the “force”. Many 
levitation acts that can’t be explained are simply acts of astral projection, where the spirit man leaves 
the body and holds up the physical body being levitated. Levitating oneself is not that uncommon 
among devil worshipers. The fact is, much of what is seen today as magic are truly magic acts from 
the power of the force. Many things that seem unbelievable are just that, physical impossibilities used 
as entertainment to fool the masses and to get people used to the idea of supernatural magical forces 
of the unexplained.  
 Famous magicians like Doug Henning, spent incredible time daily meditating in a trance state 
experimenting with demonic powers for entertainment purposes. The fact that he died so young and 
was always so sickly looking is an example of what astral projection does to the physical human 
body. Doug's god could not save him, Doug's god killed him, which is the ultimate goal for all who 
tamper with the force. 
 Many magicians are just good with quick moves and maneuvering, sleight of hand, but many 
are truly using the powers of Satan. To even be in their presence for entertainment purposes is to 
slap Yahveh in the face. To think that some people even consider this entertainment for children, is 
very sad (1Cor. 2:15).  
 Blackstone, and his son Blackstone Junior, Dante, Howard Thurston, Harry Kellar, Robert 
Houdini, Charles Carter, Franklin Saint, and David Blaine were also very famous magicians who used 
demons. In the poster ads of these magicians you will always see images of demons when you look 
closely. Harry Houdini was a Freemason, who died on halloween in 1926.  
 Chriss Angel, a gothic looking freak from New York, is a singer, Las Vegas magician, author, 
hypnotist, TV host, who also used voodoo. He levitates and can even help others levitate. Chriss 
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Angel appeared to have walked on water on Lake Meed in Arizona. He wears clothing with an "A" 
symbol inside a circle. He changed his last name to Angel. He started his own secret society called 
"Arcanum Magus Sodalitas". Chriss uses his "A" symbol and skull on a cross to identify himself, so as 
to be compared to Yeshua. Steven Frayne  (Dynamo) is famous magician in Europe, he says New 
Orleans is the ultimate home of voodoo, and has been for centuries. He supposedly walked on the 
River Thames. He also supposedly made fresh fish keep falling out of a small bucket at a 
performance in South Africa.  

 In Asia, the face changers like Brian Lian, Wang Zhouzheng, Wong Tsz-kwan, Peng Denghuai, 
and Andy Lau Tak-wah, all use demons in their act. Lu Chen and Yif are the most famous magicians 
in China. 
 Mike Super, American illusionist, magician, has a demon spirit named Desmond who helps him 
do his craft. Drop the "S" and "D" in that name and you will see how cleverly the truth is revealed 
(demon). He even claims to be a christian.  
 Jebrezzy is a magician, into voodoo, who calls himself Jibreezus. He claims he created angels. 
 E. A. Koeting even admitted he makes contracts with his demons for special powers. 
 David Blaine sticks sharp objects through his body. He was apparently frozen alive once.  
 America's Got Talent has become a spawning ground for Satan's servants. Anyone who has 
watched the America's got talent series in the last ten years has witnessed first hand magicians (card 
trick illusionists), in many forms entertaining the suckers in the audience with manifestations of astral-
projection (usually for levitation), and other demonic exercises counterfeiting the true miracles of the 
supernatural. These programs are placing great emphasis on magic being real, rather than it being 
real demonic manifestations.  
 Eric Chen (26) from Korea but living in Houston Texas now, used demons in his card tricks on 
America's Got Talent. Mat Franko, winner of 2014 America's Got Talent, and Shin Lim's on America's 
Got Talent 2018, used demons in their acts.  
Other famous magicians known for working on the dark side, include:  
 Hans Klok, a famous Dutch magician. Derren Brown, from the UK. He did a live Russian 
Roulette performance with a pistol on television. Zach King, Penn and Teller,  Ahmed El-Bayed, a 
famous magician in the Middle East. Some famous magicians in Canada include: Julie Eng, Dai 
Vernon, Billy Kidd, Mahdi Gilbert, Greg Frewin, David Ben. Doug Henning, a student of Harry Houdini, 
who died in 2000 at the age of 52 used demons for his magic. Even regurgitator's like Stevie Starr, 
from Glasgow, UK, use demons in their acts. 
Summary 
 Most magicians start out with illusions, and tricks that are sleight of hand, but after a while 
many strongly desire to move on and upward. They love the recognition and attention. As a result, 
they, like many musicians, artists, politicians etc, will sometimes agree to do anything to be better at 
their craft. They agree to do what-ever it takes to grow in their craft and astonish and impress more 
people. Some find out they can sell their soul to the devil in order to be famous, but they later realize 
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they cannot buy it back. Then demons assist them with what-ever brand of witchcraft they are selling 
until Satan decides he is finished with them. Then they receive their just treatment. 

DASYD MINISTRY  "DO AS YESHUA DID"  dasydministry.org      Jerry Hennig (Sep/21) 
Excerpt from Del Book.
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